bodybalance
L O O K S G R E A T. F E E L S E V E N B E T T E R .

genius in simplicity. . .
Body Balance is the next generation of ergonomic office seating. Its weight
sensing technology engineers the simplicity in and the hassle out. Body
Balance offers an intuitive, responsive seating experience. The chair adjusts to
your every move and stops when you stop. It moves with you to provide
support throughout your workday. Designed so the chair does the work, not you.
So simple, you wish you’d sat down sooner.

Tracy has never been happier
than with Body Balance. Finally
a chair that responds to her
petite 5'0" frame.

Paul is a man in perpetual
motion. With Body Balance, he
has a chair that keeps up with
him by using weight-activated
counterbalance technology to
provide the ideal seating posture
– however he moves.

Mark is 6'2" and a former
semi-pro athlete. Now he
focuses on managing his
business and not on the
manual describing how to
adjust his chair.

freeing you from limits.
The Body Balance mechanism allows the chair to automatically adjust to each
user, whether 100 pounds or 300 pounds, resulting in ultimate ergonomic
comfort and the most advanced sitting experience known to humankind. Ok,
that part was a stretch. But whether for task or executive, conference or training,
Body Balance helps reduce workplace injuries and stress by removing user error.

A simple dual-function
lever that adjusts seat
height and allows the
user to control the
recline settings.

Automatic tension
adjustment ensures
optimum back support
during all stages of recline.

Body Balance ensures
perfect balance for every
user during recline.
So how does it work?
Easy. Just sit down.

intuitively simple.
Today’s workplaces need chairs that are as flexible, responsive, and intelligent
as the people who sit in them. Body Balance provides intuitive, effortless support
for all the ways we work and sit. Using innovative technology typical of the
high-end seating market, Body Balance offers extraordinary performance
at mid-market prices.
Body Balance is available on InSync, InTouch, Revel, HB, Emme and Bolero.
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